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to take the risk of war with Germany, and M. Delcasse
resigned.165
In October, 1905, the Matin published a series of reve-
lations concerning the events of M. Delcasse's overthrow.
They included the startling assertion, as coming from Del-
casse, that he had been ^romisedby the British Government
that, in case of ai^rm^jj^kTn mnce, the JKnglisFfleet
"^w^^	KielJganal anl^^^
JLQQjDQELmen in Schleswig-Holstgn. The^evdalrairmasde1
a sensation at the time, and have remained ever since
something of a puzzle to historians, inasmuch as the British
have always denied that they made any offer of alliance or
armed assistance to France. Mr. Gooch suggests that Del-
casse's mistakenly wide interpretation of Britain's attitude
may be explained by the probability that King Edward VII,
during a visit to Paris, intimated to the French Minister
that, in case of need, England would intervene on the
French side.166 One of the editors of Die Grosse Politik
suggests that the offer came, not from Lord Lansdowne, but
from Sir Francis Bertie.167 This British Ambassador in
Paris was certainly strongly pro-French, but it is hardly
likely that he would have taken so serious a step without
authorization, and there is no convincing evidence that he
 165	On June 7, Flotow, the German Charge <TAffaires in Paris re-
ported (G.P., XX, 623-5)  information coming from the owner of the
Matin that "a regular offer of an offensive and defensive alliance with
an anti-German aim has been made here", but not yet accepted, partly
on account of the effect on Russia, and partly because a majority of
the Cabinet hoped still for a satisfactory settlement with Germany.
On the same day, Flotow was able to sound M. Rouvier through their '
mutual confidential agent, and the French Premier had declared posi-
tively that an Anglo-French alliance was out of the question.   It is
quite possible that Delcasse, after his fall, may have given Paris news-
paper .editors a hint of the English proposals—both to justify his own
policy, and with the idea that the news would be passed on to Germany
and further irritate Anglo-German relations;  c/.  G.P., XX, 623 note,
and 631 note.
 166	Gooch, JLc., p. 343.   Eckardstein, HI, 105.
 167	A. Mendelssohn Bartholdy, in Wmen und Leben, Feb. 1, 1925,
cited by Dickinson, The International Anarchy, p. 129, note 1.

